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MaxResolution3D Relies on the 
Ultrafast NXE 400 Industrial  
3D Printing System to Build  
a Manufacturing-as-a-Service 
Business
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Customer

MMDD MaxResolution3D GmbH

Industry

Service bureau

Products

• NexaX 2.0 3D Print  
Model Software

• NXE 400 Production CelL

• Three xCure stations

• Loctite xPRO410, xCE-White/
Black, Loctite 3843-xABS,  
and more materials

Advantages

• Blazing Print Speed 

• 4K Resolution

• Generous Build Volume 

• Automated Workflow

• Net-Near Finish

• LSPc vs DLP: advanced UV 
light sources, self-lubricating 
membrane printing platform, 
and ready-to-use end- 
components

Background
Birthed in 2021 after a pre-seed funding raise from private  

investments, Berlin-based startup MaxResolution3D seeks to  

take on serial production using Nexa3D’s additive manufacturing  

platform to help close the gap between injection molding, machining, 

and other traditional manufacturing technologies. Co-Founders 

Max Männel and Dario Dill have been friends since high school  

and first got in touch on a work base by scaling Männel’s former 

e-Commerce startup, Stoeberstube030. In February 2021, they 

decided to start their second venture through MaxResolution3D.

After much investigation, the team landed on Nexa 3D’s additive  

manufacturing platform paired with robotics and sensoric 

for its speed, resolution, and flexibility to cater to numerous  

Europe-based companies. Operating as a production 3D printing 

service bureau via Nexa3D’s AM system, MaxResolution3D’s  

customers span a variety of industries, targeting especially 

those who are in need of small, complex, polymer components  

in production quantities.

Learn More

www.maxresolution3d.com

https://www.maxresolution3d.com/
https://www.maxresolution3d.com/
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Challenge
Before embarking on this entrepreneurial journey  

together, Männel and Dill knew they needed an  

additive manufacturing platform that could scale  

along with their business.

When starting a company, ensuring the right product, 

processes, and market fit that can adequately be  

served is just part of the overall equation. For the  

MaxResolution3D team, having a 3D printing system 

they could grow and scale with was essential to starting 

off on the right foot in their first few years as a startup.

“We find that it’s often highly capital intensive for 

mid-market companies to dive into 3D printing and  

make success from it,” says Männel, Chief Technologist 

of MaxResolution3D.

With Männel’s PhD studies in 3D printing and Dill’s 

background in law, IT, and project management with  

3D printing startups, the two co-founders have a  

unique value proposition with combined years of  

experience scaling additive manufacturing processes 

and production systems. 

For the initial months of planning, Männel and Dill 

scoured trade shows, attended demonstrations, and 

sought out to find the ideal AM platform on which to 

base their startup’s services. Upon initial investigation 

throughout 2021 for a fast, scalable 3D printing plat-

form fit for production, the MaxResolution3D team 

narrowed their choices down significantly after seeing 

demos from the EnvisionTEC, Carbon, and Nexa3D 

additive manufacturing systems. With the EnvisionTEC 

system, Männel and Dill found the parts to be rather 

sticky, not possessing quality surface finish from right 

off the print bed. They also had an appreciation for 

Nexa3D’s build volume (275 x 155 x 400 mm), which is 

significantly larger than the EnvisionTEC’s EnvisionONE 

build plate (180 x 101 x 175 mm).

The MaxResolution3D team narrowed down their  

scope between the Carbon DLP system and the 

Nexa3D LSPc resin-based 3D printing work cells.  

While they found speed and resolution to be relatively 

comparable between the two portfolios, there were 

many aspects that pointed to Nexa3D as the right 

choice for what they needed it to do. Having a robotic 

work cell to automate part handling was a big plus,  

as well as owning their machine outright instead  

of the lease-only model that Carbon has adopted.
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Solution
Ultimately, the NXE 400 platform proved to be the system of choice for 

establishing scalable services at MaxResolution3D. Large build volume, fine 

part quality, ultrafast print speeds, high productivity, full ownership, and  

a robotic work cell tipped the scales to the selection of Nexa3D equipment.

One specific case study the MaxResolution3D team manifested early on in 

their journey comes from a coral producer out of Germany, Tom’s Korralen 

(Tom’s Corals), which needed a safe, rigid means for transporting these  

delicate underwater beings.

Before meeting MaxResolution3D, Tom’s Corals was 3D printing these  

carrier mechanisms with a single FFF 3D printer, which was not keeping  

up with the demand for Corals sold. What took the FFF 3D printer  

several hours to complete was done in about 15 minutes through  

MaxResolution3D’s Nexa3D NXE 400 LSPc 3D printer. With their  

Nexa3D setup, it became possible to print 5,500 parts in 10 hours,  

or 84 parts per 11-minute build.

“With our NXE 400, we’re able to keep up with our customers’ demands, 

which he simply could not achieve with one FFF printer. Because of the  

fast 3D printing our Nexa3D machine offers, it’s easy for us to have  

on-demand manufacturing available to our customers,” said Dario Dill. 

“Compared to other printers we looked into, the Nexa3D NXE400 offered 

nearly perfect surface finish, very comparable to the original CAD model, 

requiring very little post-secondary work,” Männel added.

“ What took the FFF 3D  
printer several hours to 
complete was done in  
about 15 minutes through 
MaxResolution3D’s  
Nexa3D NXE 400 LSPc  
3D printer.” 
 
Dario Dill 
Co-founder, MaxResolution3D
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One of the factors that largely swung in favor of the NXE 400 came when 

Dario and Max saw a robotic workcell; engineered by ProductionToGo,  

for handling part loading and secondary operations. One of their long-term 

goals as a company is to leverage similar robotics to further automate batch 

production with their NXE 400 system.

The MaxResolution3D team has grand plans for further expansion 

of their current NXE 400 platform.

“Having robotics integrated with the workflow is something we value  

highly; nearly everything we’re doing manually today we hope to  

automate in the future,” said Dario Dill, Operations & Digitization Lead, 

MaxResolution3D. “Additionally, we have a polymer scientist on staff  

who’s helping us with the experimentation and implementation of  

various resins and other plastics into our existing material stack.”

With only a year of history with MaxResolution3D, Dario and Max are  

hard at work landing and expanding onto their current production resin 

3D printing partnerships all across Europe. In years to come, the team  

plans to expand into different geographies, a wider array of industries,  

and with a larger selection of material offerings. It all started with 

a single NXE 400 installation.

“ Compared to other printers 
we looked into, the Nexa3D 
NXE 400 offered nearly 
perfect surface finish, very 
comparable to the original 
CAD model, requiring very 
little post-secondary 
work.” 

Max Männel 
Co-founder, MaxResolution3D



www.nexa3d.com

Learn More

Photopolymer Printer

NXE 400
See what the World’s Fastest 
Industrial 3D Printer Can Do  
For Your Business.

2.5x Larger Build Volume

With an unprecedented 16L build volume measuring  

10.8 in x 6.3 in x 15.7 in (27.5 cm x 16 cm x 40 cm), 

intelligent optimization, and Nexa3D’s revolutionary 

patented LSPc technology, the NXE 400 is the perfect  

printer for any application.

https://nexa3d.com/3d-printers/nxe400/

